Representor 0014 - West Hill Residents Association

Representor 0018 - Seaton Town Council

SEATON TOWN COUNCIL
Town Hall
Fore Street
Seaton
Devon
EX12 2LD

E-mail admin@seaton.gov.uk
Tel: 01297 21388 Fax: 01297 625746
Mayor: Cllr Peter Burrows
Town Clerk: Mr A J Le Riche DMS
Matt Dickin,
Planning Policy Manager
EDDC,
Knowle,
Sidmouth
EX192LD
Dear Mr Dickin,
East Devon Draft Local Plan 2012 – 2026
Seaton Town Council has taken the opportunity to review the draft local plan in the light of comments that it had
made previously in respect of the LDF process. A local consultation day was held between the hours of 9.00am
and 9.00pm on Tuesday 17th January 2012 at Seaton Town Hall when there was a display of the core strategies and
the Seaton extract of the Draft Plan. Two local development companies, who have expressed an interest in
developing land off Harepath Road: Fosseway Developments and Seaton Park Homes, were invited to provide a
display about their proposals.
During the day, several hundred residents visited the exhibitions. They were offered the chance to complete
questionnaires to express their views. The results of this are attached and have shown that there is overwhelming
support for the comments that have already been put forward but which have not been included in the Draft
Local Plan.. In view of this strong public support, the Town Council requests that the following comments are
now included in the Local Plan:
The Seaton Design Statement is an accepted and approved document for Supplementary Planning Guidance.
Developers should be able to demonstrate clearly that they have had regard for this in drawing up proposals.
Future landscaping should conform with the Seaton Design Statement which sets out planting appropriate for a
seaside town and levels required to support the town’s ‘Natural Seaton’ branding.
Support will be given to initiatives to promote a low carbon economy as this can be seen as giving full support to
the ‘Natural Seaton’ branding that is being developed.
Housing Needs Surveys should be used as a crucial part of the Planning process in establishing demand and
support should be given to this process.
As with all communities in East Devon, there is a need for houses that local people can afford as opposed to the
generic descriptions of ‘Affordable Housing’,. Priority should be given in S106 and other Agreements to
measures that ensure that these houses are allocated to people with a strong local connection. There is scope to
provide elderly person’s bungalows in Seaton and this might free-up larger houses for local families.
In any approval for new development care should taken to ensure that conditions are imposed requiring utility
infrastructure to be upgraded to meet any new demand.

The Town Council welcomes the statement by the District Council that monies have been ring-fenced for
improved health and education facilities and urges them to identify land to bring forward those facilities.
The Town Council strongly supports the completion of the Jurassic Coast Interpretation Centre
Policies should be put in place to provide or encourage Public Art across the town and, in particular, to be used
effectively to enhance the Jurassic Coast Interpretation Centre public realm.
Harbour Road is the key route between the regeneration site and the Town Centre. Proposals should be
developed for enhancing this route to ensure that visitors to the regeneration site are encouraged to visit the
Town Centre.
Town Council feels that there should be a strong statement that opportunities for leisure based journeys to
coastal towns in the District will be enhanced where possible.
Increased vehicle inward journeys will require car parking. This should be sensitively placed to give easy access to
desired locations and should be managed in order to encourage use, which will then discourage unlawful parking
in other areas. Pricing should also take into account the wish to encourage those arriving in the Town by car to
stay longer than their intended visit. Many visitors arrive by camper-van and wish to park overnight and many
residents own camper vans. Facilities should be put in place close to the town centre and the seafront to
encourage this.
The Green Wedge areas should be protected at all costs, and there should be a strong statement of intent to
avoid coalescence with other communities surrounding Seaton.
The Core Strategies were also considered at the Consultation Day and again the results were overwhelming. These
are shown on the attached sheets.
The Town Council therefore asks that the Draft Local Plan be amended to take full account of the points that
have been raised and confirmed by residents.
Yours sincerely,
Clerk to Seaton Town Council

SEATON TOWN COUNCIL
Draft Local Plan consultation Day 17th January 2012

DOES THE DRAFT LOCAL PLAN REFLECT YOUR VIEWS?
FOR

AGAINST

Open spaces and recreation areas to be protected

114

11

Infrastructure to meet needs of increased developement

119

6

Move Riverside Workshops to Harepath Road

103

18

Land to be identified for future job creation in keeping with
Natural environment

117

8

No conversion of commercial properties into residential

102

11

Green Wedge to be protected

120

8

Built Up Area Boundary to remain for duration of Plan

118

6

Affordable homes to be provided in mixed development

114

3

15% of affordable homes for local young people

114

3

Affordable homes for the elderly

111

5

Bring homes into habitable use within built up boundary

119

3

Cycle paths to be provided in any new development

113

9

Initiatives to encourage green transport initiatives

102

10

TOWN COUNCIL RESPONSES TO LDF
Agree
Future landscaping to conform with Design Statement

133

Support initiatives to promote a low carbon economy

120

Housing Needs Survey to be part of Planning process to establish demand

112

Affordable houses for elderly and young with local connections

117

New development to require upgrading of utility infrastructure

`

129

Identify land to bring forward ring-fenced improvements for health
and education facilities

127

Completion of Jurassic Coast Interpretation Centre

127

Provide or encourage public art to enhance JC Interpretation Centre

122

Harbour Road to be enhanced to encourage footfall to town centre

122

Strong statement needed that opportunities for leisure based journeys to
coastal towns in the district will be enhanced where possible

119

Provision close to town centre and seafront for adequate parking and
overnight campervan facilities

122

MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS OF HAREPATH ROAD, SEATON
FOR AGAINST

Seaton Park Proposals (Harepath Road east)

16

92

Fosseway Homes (Harepath Road west)

23

81

DRAFT STRATEGIES
FOR

AGAINST

Do you support future moving of build up area boundaries
and/or site designation?

16

121

Do you support development outside built up area boundary?

16

119

Do you believe life-time homes should be part of overall
agreed future housing figure?

113

20

Should a Shop Fronts Policy be included in Local Plan?

107

31

Do you oppose change of use of ground floor existing shops to
non-retail use in Primary Shopping Area?

31

104

Representor 0028 - Campaign to Protect Rural England
East Devon CPRE

DEVON

Chairman: T J W Hale
Larkbeare
House
Whimple
Devon EX5 2RZ
Tel: 01404 822213
Secretary: Dr Margaret Hall
Greytops
West Hill Road, West Hill
Ottery St Mary
Devon EX11 1TY
Tel: 01404 813470

Planning Policy
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
EX10 8HL
17 January 2012
Dear Sir
Draft East Devon Local Plan 2010 – Housing
Enclosed are detailed comments on the EDLP, which reflect what was said a year ago.
We have a Security of Supply problem in the UK as we import 41% of our Food. The average
amount of land for food production world-wide is about 0.5 acre/person. In the UK, it is
about 0.68 acre/person but we only produce 59% of the food that we eat. This emphasises
the need to conserve all possible farmland, as indicated in Devon County Structure Plan
Policy CO14, particularly arable, as once lost (e.g. to Housing) it is gone forever.
As stated in the Devon County Structure Plan, no development should be permitted which
could prejudice the operation and development of Exeter Airport, qua airport. It is a major
employer, and is proper use of a proven facility. Moreover, regional airports such as Exeter
are likely to become more important, particularly if Plymouth Airport is indeed lost. This
means that West End Housing developments such as Cranbrook should be carefully limited
to avoid conflict with the Airport, re safety and noise.
The primary issue in planning is Need. Let us consider this in respect of Housing:
a. In East Devon, the likeliest scenario is of no increase in net in-migration, and an
increase in population of only about 16,000 over the next 20 years.
b. The proposal for 15,171 dwellings in 20 years means an average build of c. 750/year.
The achieved build figure in the last 15 years has averaged 490/year, and c. 425/year
in the last 4 years.

c. The Housing target (20 years) should be realistically attainable, inter alia for
credibility, which 750/year clearly is not.
d. As the period is 2006-26, removal of the first 4 years means that the build rate would
have to rise to c. 900/year, for which the need is not proven.
e. Priority should be given to the indigenous population in East Devon, which means
the “new Community” should follow behind the Need for housing for the 7 Towns
and the rural areas.
It follows that the total proposed figure for Housing of 15,171 is excessive, and we therefore
propose a total figure of about 10,000 dwellings in the 20 year period (2006-26), i.e. about
500/year, which we believe is realistic. It should be achievable in this flat economic climate.
At Annex is a possible alternative table to that in Draft Strategy 2, showing housing figures
and locations. We would be glad to discuss the points that arise.

Yours faithfully,

T J W Hale
Chairman, East Devon CPRE

Annex 1

HOUSING
Draft Strategy 2 – Table (2006-2026)

Area
Axminster

A+B+C
1122

Add

Total

328

1450

Budleigh Salterton

66

100

166

Exmouth

1010

390

1400

Honiton

212

138

350

Ottery St Mary

65

185

250

Seaton

536

54

590

Sidmouth

604

0

604

Rural

796

704

1500

(4411)

(1899)

(6310)

Cranbrook

2900

0

2900

Pinhoe

450

350

800

Blackhorse

0

0

0

Totals

7761

2249

10,010 (vs 15,171)

(Totals)

TJWH 26/12/11

Representor 0032 - Alan and Lyn Darrant
Trent Cottage Kestell Road Sidmouth Devon EX10 8JJ
01395 519848
Planning Policy Section
EDDC
Knowle
Sidmouth.
26 January 2012.
Dear Sir
The New East Devon Local Plan 2006 to 2026
Consultation Draft Plan (Dec 2011)
Our overall response is that, while we are in total agreement with such sentiments as in
3.3 ‘We intend this Local Plan to keep East Devon as an outstanding place to live
environmentally, etc.’, there is a lack of clarity in how some of the conclusions have been
reached, and doubts about some of the methodology.
We respond primarily to the sections affecting Sidmouth, but would stress that decisions
made about any one part of East Devon has consequences for the whole district:
Cranbrook will have a significant effect on traffic, housing, and employment; the
consequences of decisions to create large employment areas across East Devon need to
be carefully considered, for the results are unpredictable; failing to maintain the
attraction of such popular tourist sites as Sidmouth will have a negative effect across the
whole district.
Chapter 14 (14.2) We agree that ‘New building on greenfield sites adjoining Sidmouth
… could be at a cost to the surrounding environment’, and feel that the part of agriculture
needs to be stressed here: regionally and nationally, we need to make far more effective
use of our farmland, so that within a generation we are no longer a net importer of
foodstuffs.
(14.5) The land for c. 282 homes within the parish boundary (14.2) should be used
for the 150 homes planned, and these need to be made low cost, so that young people
have sufficient funds to buy or rent. We have avoided using the term ‘affordable’, as
homes so described are often beyond the means of those local people who are looking for
first homes. There are already more than enough homes at the high end of the market,
many of which stand empty for months, even years: there should be a moratorium on
such homes while the needs of the less advantaged local young people are made a
priority.
(14.5) We don’t know what shoulder seasons are, but we agree that ‘further
development of high quality tourism’ should be promoted. We are surprised that no
support is voiced for the hotel and bed and breakfast sector: following the decision to
allow the redevelopment of the Fortfield Hotel site, a clear statement of ‘thus far, but no
further’ would be welcome. A ringing endorsement of our hospitality – and retail –
sectors would be both welcome and timely.

(14.5) The East End and Drill Hall are long overdue sympathetic attention, but
please don’t allow yet another apartment block: this is a site that should serve
community and visitor use.
(14.5) Alexandria Industrial Estate has the potential to supply the employment
land required. (Doubt has been cast on the statistical basis for the planned 5 hectares of
such land, and the methodology of that decision must be thoroughly revisited. It has
been said that such land is for office development but 14.6 describes it as ‘industrial
land’.) In the short term, partners in the public and private sector should cooperate to
improve the existing access road of Pathwhorlands, thus allowing a modest increase of
use; we agree that ‘significant increase’ (21.161) in traffic would require an ‘access road’
to the B3176, and this should form a part of the Plan, thus, along with other brownfield
sites, obviating the need to carve out even one hectare of land from the AONB.
(14.5) Infrastructure: We applaud ‘better management of road space, etc.’ but feel
a Traffic Management Plan for the town is the necessary starting point for any plans for
traffic in the town. As yet, we don’t feel the need for a ‘park and ride’ or a ‘park and
change’ has been demonstrated, especially on the site identified. Incidentally, what is
the significant difference? Park and ride has usually meant arriving in a car and getting
on to a bus; does park and change mean arriving in a car and getting into a different car?
If so, what journeys are being envisaged? Are they into Sidmouth, or just staging posts
en route to Exeter, Cranbrook, or whatever? We are surprised that no mention is made
under ‘infrastructure’ of the needs for schools, surgeries, sewage enhancement, etc., etc.
(14.6) We are pleased that larger scale development was rejected, and that the
town’s quality built environment and its natural setting have been recognised.
We applaud the hard work that went into the production of the Plan, but would urge that
further consideration is necessary both to the statistical base of the proposals, and their
consequences.
Yours sincerely,

Alan and Lyn Darrant

Representor 0050 - Broadhembury Parish Council

Broadhembury Parish Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the
consultation draft plan published in December 2011
The Parish of Broadhembury comprises two main settlements, Broadhembury
and Kerswell, and the hamlets of Colliton, Dulford and Luton.Smaller
settlements are centered around large agricultural businesses.The
parish consists of 287 dwellings and an electoral role of 562
persons.This response is based on the Parish Plan compiled following a
survey of all households in 2009/2010 and a discussion at the Parish
Council meeting in January 2012.
The village of Broadhembury is the only settlement with
a ' Development Boundary' and we welcome the proposal in 6.16 that this
will not be changed or extended. Although the Parish qualifies for the
minimum increase in housing over the period we see little benefit in
providing affordable housing without the jobs to support the occupants.
Many of the dwellings in the parish are tied to local farms, and much
of the land is owned by these farms so the scope for any additional
housing is limited .Furthermore we believe that affordable housing ,
once designated , should remain as such indefinitely available to those
who need it ( we support Section 15.7 ) and our Parish Plan identified
a need for ' family homes to rent or buy'.
In discussion and in Draft Strategy 4 it is implied that getting
communities which are more age-balanced is a good thing. We do not
believe this is practical in our Parish given the comments above. The
population of East Devon is ageing, and it is inevitable that older
people with greater wealth will wish to move to the quiet of the
countryside. However we do not think this should exclude employment of
a kind which preserves the countryside. For example community
power-generation schemes ( only mentioned in the draft plan in the
context of large developments) and fast reliable broad-band connections
to outlying settlements all enhance opportunities. Similarly sites for
small-scale light craft industry are seen as preferable to the
development of large scale industrial farming. These features are
consistent with the statement in section 4.1 that East Devon has
landscape of ' stunning quality' and acknowledges that tourism is an
industry which depends on sensitive stewardship of the countryside.
We welcome the proposal to concentrate development where there are
existing services to support it. However we would argue that any
development in towns with distinctive character and a vernacular style
should be done with care and to a high build quality so that planned

developments in Ottery St Mary, Honiton, Axminster, Seaton and Sidmouth
do not destroy the unique character of these towns. There is no mention
of the resulting noise and light pollution which could result from
these developments to the surrounding countryside and we would argue
that greater care should be taken of these by-products of development
than has been apparent from previous developments.
In terms of traffic management we do not see in the Plan an effective
strategy for traffic management which is consistent with the overall
Policy aims. For example greater emphasis on cycle routes and bridle
ways and the imposition of speed limits ( by far the most preferred
option in the Parish Plan ).The removal of all ' street furniture' and
signage and the creation of mixed pedestrian/ vehicular routes have all
been shown in experiments elsewhere to slow traffic, improve safety and
enhance the visual aspects of the street scene. Recent campaigns for
20mph restrictions at points which have proved dangerous for cyclists
and the creation of specific HGV routes,could all be explored in EDDC's
Local Plan to greater effect.To avoid any misunderstanding there is no
desire for street lighting and little confidence that it significantly
improves safety.
Turning to the Development Management Policies under Section 21 of the
Local Plan we welcome the restatement of Policies S4 and S5, but feel
that more flexibility needs to be exercised in Conservation Areas and
in Listed Buildings to conserve these Heritage assets through their
long-term sustainability. This would mean that sensitive energy
conservation measures for example were treated with more support than
is currently the case particularly because energy costs in rural areas
are more expensive than in towns.
Overall we welcome the emphasis on the unique nature of East Devon
countryside and acknowledgement that sustainable economic growth has to
be achieved in a way which preserves and enhances this uniqueness.
Broadhembury Parish is a clear example of those features which people
would typically associate with Devon, and the village of Broadhembury
has featured for many years in promotional literature. We believe that
these features should be sustained over the life of the Plan and beyond.

Representor 0059 - Yarcombe Parish Council

YARCOMBE PARISH COUNCIL
2 Arundell, Chideock, Bridport, DT6 6RY
Tel: 01297 489004 (yarcombe.clerk@yahoo.com)

Dear Sir/Madam
The New East Devon Local Plan 2006-2026.
Comments on Consultation Draft Plan (December 2011)
The Parish Council has considered the above document and makes the following
observations.
1. We are pleased to see that the strategic policies, strategic policy allocations
and management policy wording, provide fort the continued protection of the
built and natural environment within the parish
2. We are particularly pleased to see that, with regard to the issue of Affordable
Housing, the policy regarding exception housing sites is being strengthened in
a way that gives a greater opportunity for us to pursue further provision within
the parish. This encouragement is very welcome given our current
consultations with you on this topic, and is timely given the intentions of the
Localism Bill, which we understand will soon pass into law.
3. The Parish Council has discussed Part Three of the draft concerning
Neighbourhood Plans. The detailed methodology for creating such a plan is
one followed by the parish council when it drew up its Parish Plan and its
Village Design Statement in 2003. The Parish plan is updated annually, but it
is fair to say that the stated needs and aspirations of the community show little
change since the Plan was agreed, or indeed since the Parish Appraisal was
produced in 1993.
With regard to the Village Design Statement you will be aware that East
Devon District Council has approved the Statement and, as a result, adopted
Supplementary Planning Guidance relating to all development in the parish.
We would expect this guidance to continue to function in the future.

We hope that these comments will be useful to you and look forward to your
comments and further consultation in due course.

Yours sincerely

Sara Waplington
Parish Clerk

Representor 0067 - Sidmouth Town Council
MINUTES
OF THE
COUNCIL MEETING
HELD ON
MONDAY 15TH AUGUST 2011
AT
WOOLCOMBE HOUSE
6.30PM
Members Present:
Sidmouth North

Councillor S. Hughes
Councillor Ms. D. Manley
Councillor P. Sullivan

(Chairman)

Sidmouth South

Councillor Mrs. M. Baldwin
Councillor J.G.T. Dyson
Councillor Mrs. M. Jolly

Sidmouth East

Councillor S.P. Pollentine
Councillor F.I. Newth

Primley

Councillor J. Turner
Councillor D. Addis

Sidford

Councillor S.J. Brokenshire
Councillor I.J. McKenzie-Edwards(Vice-Chairman)

Sidbury

Councillor Mrs. C.E. Drew
Councillor J.W. Hollick

Salcombe Regis

Councillor I. Barlow
Councillor D.S. Barratt

11:08/32
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor G.K. Liverton, Mrs A.E. Liverton and C.
Wale.
11:08/33
PRESENTATION FOR THE LDF PANEL
Members were asked to contribute to the preparation of a presentation to be made to the LDF
Panel at East Devon District Council offices on the 6th September 2011. The presentation
would be made by Councillor John Hollick accompanied by the Chairman of the Council.
The Chairman invited each Councillor to speak individually and comments from those absent
were noted.
RESOLVED: That the Town Clerk prepare a Presentation Report for
Councillor Hollick based on the comments made by Members.
Attached with these Minutes is a copy of the Presentation Report.

SIDMOUTH TOWN COUNCIL
OBSERVATIONS FOR PRESENTATION
TO LDF PANEL AT EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
ON THE 6TH SEPTEMBER 2011

1. Esplanade & Seafront – Retain 2006 Policy LS1.1
Sidmouth Town Council wish to retain the important Policy LS1.1 protecting both the
Esplanade and Sidmouth seafront.

2. Land at The Byes – Retain 2006 Policy LS1.2

Sidmouth Town Council wish to retain the important Policy LS1.2 protecting The Byes.

3. Access to Alexandria Industrial Estate – Retain 2006 Local
Proposal LS1.4

Sidmouth Town Council wish to retain the Local Proposal LS1.4 regarding access to
Alexandria Industrial Estate and if necessary a Compulsory Purchase Order should be
considered in order to obtain the land for the access onto the Estate. Better use could
be made of the Alexandria Industrial Estate with smaller units in other parts of the
town. Other sites for industrial use should be sought elsewhere.

4. Eastern Town/Ham/Port Royal/ Pennington Point

Sensitive redevelopment of this area is imperative.

5. Maintenance of Sidmouth as a Tourism Town and Safeguarding
Holiday Accommodation

All existing Tourism Policies must be upheld vigorously. In order to protect Sidmouth’s
viability and vitality it is essential that the importance of Tourism is recognised as the
town’s major industry.

6. Infrastructure/Health Provision (including new Health Centre)
Traffic/Parking/Education/Waterborne Transport/etc/

Sidmouth’s current infrastructure is already inadequate for the current population and
if more development takes place it will be necessary to consider such matters as:
(i)
a new purpose built Health Centre,
(ii)
Traffic and Parking matters – it was considered that better use could be made
of both The Ham and Manor Road car parks
(iii) Consideration might be given to an Educational Campus (North of the A3052)
to replace Sidmouth College and release this site for housing.

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

With the possibility of increased waterborne transport there will be a need
for a jetty or pier
More provision for the Arts, Meeting places/spaces and increased well sited
play provision.
Outlying villages to be protected with satellite surgeries, shops, etc.

7. Park and Change Facility

A transport ‘hub’ such as a Park and Change facility is required. To be sited South of
Woolbrook Road and East of Greenway Lane.

8. Footpath/Cycle Paths

The existing cycleway from Sidmouth to Sidford is well used and the extension to
Sidbury is now needed. The Town Council support the Feniton to Sidmouth cycleway

9. No Development anywhere in the Coastal Preservation Area

It is appreciated that North of the A3052 and the AONB in general will receive
enormous pressure over the next ten years. It is crucial that the Coastal Preservation
Area is protected.

10. Alma Bridge to be Designated as a Local Historic Asset

Whilst it is known that the Alma Bridge is not eligible to be ‘Listed’ it should be
designated as a ‘Local Historic Asset’ and receive adequate protection.

11. Sustain & Retain Sidmouth’s unique character

Sidmouth Town Council strongly believe that Sidmouth’s unique character must be
sustained and retained for the future.

12. Ensure a Balanced Provision of Housing to make a Sustainable
Community for Young & Old, Rich & Poor

National definitions of ‘affordable housing’ are not appropriate in Sidmouth and great
care must be given to ensure that housing is available for all, especially local people.

13. Conference Facilities (for 300/400 users)

There is a need in Sidmouth for conference facilities.

14. Future of Knowle to benefit Sidmouth

In the event that East Devon District Council move from their existing headquarters at
Knowle any future use must enhance and be of benefit to Sidmouth.

Representor 0097 - Blackdown Hills AONB

The New East Devon Local Plan Consultation Draft Plan
This response is made on behalf of both the Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership (BHAONB)
and East Devon AONB Partnership (EDAONB). We welcome the opportunity to contribute
to this consultation.
Our comments are set out as follows:
• General comments and observations
• Detailed comments on specific chapters

General Comments
• Overall it is felt that the high quality of the district’s natural environment should provide a
stronger cross cutting theme throughout the plan: it is this which gives East Devon its
sense of place and contributes much to quality of life, not least the local economy. We do
not feel this has been taken on board since the previous core strategy consultation.
• The relationship between applying and using the strategic policies and development
management policies needs more clarity, the tone of the policies and level of detail in the
two sections is not consistent, and the plan would benefit from better signposting between
sections and relevant policies.
• Throughout the plan there are often useful messages in the supporting text that is not
translated into policy.
• The document would benefit from a thorough proof read, since there are typographical
errors throughout concerning punctuation, wrong words, capitalisation, etc.

Detailed Comments
Chapter 2 Portrait of East Devon
We suggest that the ‘pen portrait’ should more accurately be considered ‘context’ or
‘overview’, but in any event we would expect this to expand more on the environmental
features of the district including reference to the AONBs and number of other environmental
designations.
Chapter 3 Vision for East Devon to 2031
The reference in 3.7 should be to A30, not A303.
Paragraph 3.12 refers to delivering growth in market and coastal towns in the context of an
outstanding environment. It is therefore a shame to describe this as a ‘challenge’ in a vision
statement and we believe that this should be framed as a positive opportunity.
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Chapter 6 Spatial Strategy
The inclusion of Draft Strategy 3 setting out a definition of sustainable development is
welcomed.
In Draft Strategy 5 we query whether you really mean to say that all new development
should encourage public access to the countryside.
Chapters 8 – 14 Towns
In setting the scene for the towns, e.g. ‘Axminster Now’ and ‘Axminster: The Future’, all
references to outstanding environment in respect of the AONB(s) around the towns should
be worded consistently in each case, simply, for example – Conserve and enhance the
Area(s) of Outstanding Natural Beauty [around the town]. Alternatively there would be
merit in using the approach taken for Seaton (Draft Strategy 20) which fully recognises the
surrounding natural environment, albeit without specifically referencing the AONB. In many
cases Environment is missing all together – which is a significant omission.
Chapter 8 Axminster
The tenth bullet point under paragraph 8.9 would benefit from rewording as follows:
Secure the conservation of the exceptional natural setting of Axminster, including AONB
and national and international wildlife habitat designations, by requiring new green
infrastructure that links with and complements the existing landscape to be embedded in
large scale developments from the start.
The Environment section of Draft Strategy 15 should be reworded as follows: makes sure
that any development does not harm wildlife and habitats in the Axminster area and
conserves and enhances the AONBs surrounding the town.
Chapter 10 Exmouth
The heading ‘Exmouth: The future’ needs adding between paragraph 10.7 and 10.8.
Reference to ‘the preferred approach…’ at the start of the Draft Strategy should be
amended/removed.
Lack of reference to Environment, including the surrounding AONB, is considered to be a
significant omission.
Chapter 11 Honiton
Reference to ‘the preferred approach…’ at the start of the Draft Strategy should be
amended/removed.
Lack of reference to Environment, including the surrounding AONBs, is considered to be a
significant omission.
Chapter 12 Ottery St Mary
Reference to ‘the preferred approach…’ at the start of the Draft Strategy should be
amended/removed.
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Chapter 13 Seaton
The reference to Environment in Draft Strategy 20 is a potential form of wording to include
for other towns surrounded by AONB(s).
Chapter 14 Sidmouth
The heading ‘Sidmouth: The future’ needs adding between paragraph 14.4 and 14.5.
Reference to ‘the preferred approach…’ at the start of the Draft Strategy should be
amended/removed.
Lack of reference to Environment, including the surrounding AONB, is considered to be a
significant omission.

Chapter 15 Smaller Towns, Villages and Countryside
Paragraph 15.3 would be strengthened by adding or adversely affecting the high quality
natural environment to the end of the first sentence.
We welcome the final point in paragraph 15.18, but therefore the lack of references to
landscape and environment in Draft Strategy 22 is a significant omission. The strategy
should require that new development respects the surrounding landscape setting, as well as
integrating with the existing settlement.
We do not find this chapter clear on the issue of mixed market and affordable housing
outside built up area boundaries. At different points throughout, it reads as if applicable to
any smaller settlement/settlement without defined boundaries and elsewhere to schemes
adjacent to built up boundaries. We would welcome greater clarity on this important issue.
The descriptive text under the list of settlements included reference to Dalwood, but the final
paragraph states that this is one of the villages no longer classified.
Under the Infrastructure heading it is not true to say that ‘all these settlements are well
served by public transport…’ as acknowledged in the first paragraph.
Draft Strategy 23 would be strengthened by adding and it meets other objectives of the
plan after ‘…proven local need’.
Chapter 17 Climate change
It is recommended that either here or in a new development management policy, more detail
should be offered regarding planning for renewable energy installations, for example use of
landscape character assessment, environmental impact assessment, landscape and visual
impact assessment, etc, particularly in having regard to AONBs.
Chapter 18 Our outstanding natural and built environment
•

Landscape and AONBs

We support the inclusion of Landscape and AONBs in strategy, and welcome the fact that
our previous representations have shaped this section.
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There are a few minor points concerning the footnotes that require attention, for example
references 57 and 66 should refer to two AONBs with separate management plans, and 62
should refer to two AONBs. There are some odd references in footnote 61. There are
corresponding points to note in the bulleted list in paragraph 18.36.
•

Nature conservation and geology

We welcome the inclusion of a nature conservation and geology strategy. This will
complement the landscape policy in terms of protecting and enhancing the high
environmental quality of the district.
•

local distinctiveness in the built environment

We welcome Draft Strategy 42 on local distinctiveness in the built environment, as this
emphasis on local distinctiveness is essential to conserving and enhancing the natural
beauty of AONBs, where the local character can be easily eroded by use of standardised
materials and design. The BHAONB has recently consulted on a new housing design guide
for the AONB with the intent to publish it shortly and we trust that this will provide a useful
tool in support of the local plan. To this end we suggest that the final sentence should be
reworded as follows: ‘We will work with local communities and partners to produce design
guides and statements to shape new development and ensure its appropriateness.’ In
particular there are opportunities to work with the AONB Partnerships to support this
approach.
Part Two – Development management policies
S5 Development in the countryside
We welcome the criteria included in this policy as key aspects of landscape character to
consider when assessing development proposals in the countryside.
D1 Design and local distinctiveness
We welcome this policy, emphasising the importance of good design to achieve many
outcomes, applicable to all scales of development in town or rural areas. However we do
not agree with criteria 4b; in rural areas, smaller schemes and individual developments
public art is not necessarily appropriate (regardless of developers willingness).
EN6 Wildlife habitats and features
The aim of this policy is supported, but it is not clear how it will operate or be implemented,
in particular how the ‘important wildlife habitats or features’ will be identified and defined and
at what stage of the development process.
H5 Affordable housing on exceptions sites
It is suggested that point 2 is amended to include reference to countryside character, i.e.
‘sympathetic to the character of the settlement and surrounding countryside and has
satisfactory highway access.’
SH6
We welcome the reference to requiring shops/services to be offered to the local community
in marketing their disposal.
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TO1/4 tourism accommodation
Away from the coast, including within AONBs, small camping and caravan sites can be
accommodated, but policy appears to offer no guidance on this subject.
TO4
It is suggested that under point 1 of this policy ‘extensive’ should be replaced with
‘appropriate’ since extensive landscaping and visual screening may not always offer the
best solution or be compatible with local landscape character.
RE5
We consider that this policy should include specific reference to AONBs, such as adding the
following to the end of point 1; within the East Devon or Blackdown Hills AONB
proposals should conserve or enhance their natural beauty.

Part Three – Neighbourhood planning
We consider this section of the local plan to provide a useful point of reference.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lisa Turner
Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership
St Ivel House
Station Road
Hemyock
Cullompton
Devon
EX15 3SJ
Email lisa.turner@devon.gov.uk
Telephone 01823 680681
Chris Woodruff
East Devon AONB
East Devon Business Centre
Heathpark
Honiton
Devon
EX14 1SF
Email Chris.Woodruff@eastdevonaonb.org.uk
Telephone 01404 46663
30 January 2012
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Representor 0109 - Sid Vale Association
SVA reply to EDDC LDP Draft 21 Final Page 1 of 8

General Comments on Chapter 14 -Sidmouth.
1. Introduction
1.1. We make these comments based on our extensive knowledge of the
town and its surroundings.
1.2. We are glad that many of the sentiments expressed in the Local
Development Plan, (LDP), reflect our own appreciation of the town and
its surroundings, and that EDDC has in general accepted that we need
to conserve and sympathetically enhance its unique qualities. The
combination of listed buildings, a commercially vibrant hospitality and
retail industry, unspoilt appearance and the surrounding farmland and
AONB make Sidmouth unique. Its character must not be casually
discarded; nevertheless sympathetic and discrete improvements
should be permitted.
1.3. We are aware that the draft LDP has been modified during the early
part of the consultation process and our comments relate to the latest
edition, Draft Strategy 21.
1.4. The absence of a Town Plan which would have underpinned and
justified many of the proposals in the LDP is greatly regretted. It is our
wish to encourage Sidmouth Town Council, (STC), to promote a Town
or Neighbourhood Plan and we will join them and other community
groups to prepare it.
1.5. In general we support the limited provision of new low cost housing,
and the encouragement of new employment within Sidmouth, but it is
the extent of the proposed developments arising from these, and the
strong possibility that they may arise in the AONB that gives us cause
for concern. Has there been any research regarding the selection of
the proposed figures? We believe that the proposals for the number of
new houses and the hectarage of employment land as given in the
current draft strategy are still too high. This, coupled with the fact that
the text accompanying the proposals still allows for any developments
to be built in the AONB gives us particular cause for concern
1.6. In addition we feel that there are significant omissions with regard to;1.6.1. the lack of concrete proposals for pursuing regeneration at the
eastern end of town, (Port Royal),
1.6.2. a lack of a comprehensive traffic and transport plan which would
guide “Park and Ride”/ “Park and Change”, Pedestrianisation or
other options.
1.6.3. no mention of development at “The Knowle”, which would
drastically alter any proposals in the LDP.
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1.7. All topics mentioned above are addressed below.

2. General.
2.1. We feel that Chapter 14 Sidmouth could be usefully reviewed and
modified, to reflect inconsistencies in the document.
2.2. Section 14.1. Whilst this a good introduction to EDDC’s Vision for the
town, it contains three definite proposals for change. Any definite
proposals should be omitted from this section; they are more relevant
in Section 14.5. We believe that the “Vision” stated could be enhanced
by additional references to the leisure, hospitality and tourism industry
on which the vibrancy of the town depends. We also need to see
recognition that the surrounding farmland and countryside are major
contributing assets and are an essential part of the local economy.
2.3. Section 14.2. We believe that the first point should reflect what many
people said, ie that they felt that any development should not be on
greenfield sites and in particular, in AONB. There is no reference to
the hotel and tourism industry which are key factors in Sidmouth’s
continued success.
2.4. Section 14.5. We are puzzled by the lack of clarity between parts of
this section. There are also a number of comments made which
although admirable in content provide little or no guidance to others as
to the means of achieving them.
2.5. For instance Section 14.5, (under the overall heading “Sidmouth now),
contains eight bullet points which are a mix of vague policies and
specific recommendations. (ie providing 150 new houses, upgrading
the access to the Alexandria Estate). The bullet points should relate to
policies and not specific proposals which are better displayed in the
Box at the end of the section.
2.6. This ”boxed” Draft Strategy 21 which follows the bullet points, contains
a mix of proposals, omitting some mentioned in the bullet points
above. For instance, no mention is made in the Box of the desire to
promote a mixed use development at the East end of the Esplanade
and no mention is made of the promotion of a new access into the
Alexandria Estate, both of which are specifically noted in the bullet
points.
2.7. We suggest that section 14.5 is modified so that the Draft
Strategy Box” is comprehensive and relates to all the proposed
development strategies, including what research, evidence
gathering etc will be undertaken prior to taking the strategies
forward.
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3. Housing
3.1. We are not against the provision of new low cost housing in Sidmouth,
indeed we would argue for specific provision for low cost or
“affordable” houses for sale or rent. The provision of such housing is
vital in order to attract and support key workers and younger people to
the town and provided this can be incorporated into the existing Built
Area, and not in AONB land we would support it. As is said in 14.2 in
the LDP, the March 2011 East Devon Strategic Housing Land
Availablity Assessment indicates that there is a potential supply of land
for around 282 homes within the Parish of Sidmouth (in addition to
those with planning permission not yet built). This makes AONB
development unnecessary as well as unacceptable.
We are therefore against any proposals to build in AONB.
3.2. The “Draft Strategy 21 Point 1” proposes 150 new houses in the plan
period and says that they will be built within the existing Built Up area
boundary unless it can be demonstrated that there are insufficient
deliverable sites to accommodate this scale of housing growth”. Who
will demonstrate this? How will it be demonstrated and when?..
The LDP Strategy Section 14 should be changed to omit this
vague phraseology, and define more clearly the rationale for
building houses and exclude building in the AONB.
3.3. We are puzzled by the arbitrary allocation of 150 houses in the period
to 2026. There is no justification in the LDP for this figure, which
appears to have been “plucked out of the air”. The provision of
housing needs is generally based on population growth, but there are
no figures, (current or projected), given for Sidmouth in the LDP.
EDDC’s own consultants, Roger Tym and Partners, noted that the
population would in fact fall, which appear to have been ignored.
Evidential support for increased housing numbers must be made
before they can be incorporated into the LDP.
3.4. We note that whatever number of new housing is finally agreed in the
LDP, that number will be additional to the normal infill building that is
bound to take place, (vide the 604 houses noted as being built or
being given permission to be built, in the “Consultation Local Plan
Draft Strategy 2” table on page 33 of the LDP).
The LDP needs to make clear that the strategic provision is for
new low cost housing in the Built Up area and that normal ad hoc
infill should be permitted subject to Planning restrictions set
down in Part 2 of the LDP
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4. Employment Land
4.1. Sidmouth is in the top 10 South Coast retirement destinations, geared
towards, but not exclusively, the higher end of the market. The
principal commercial activity in the Sid valley is the hospitality and
retail activity in the town centre, and farming in the adjacent
countryside.
4.2. All these require servicing, which generates demand for individual
enterprises and small business units such as can be found at Station
Yard, the Alexandria Industrial Estate and EDDC’s own Manstone
units.
Alexandria Industrial Estate
4.3. The road access is not good, but it works as it has done for more than
50 years. There is no physical reason why better adequate and safe
road access cannot be achieved.
4.4. The current Local Plan identifies employment land at the Alexandria
Industrial site. In the past a company, Devon Conversions, employed
more than 200 people on the Alexandria Road site, which is a good
indication of the extent of employment numbers that might be
achieved now. We believe that the site is now underutilised.
Has the EDDC carried out any surveys which indicate the
numbers currently employed there and the availability of land?
Employment Needs
4.5. Research among local property professionals reveals that there is no
evidence of pent up demand for new business or office space which
would occupy the planned 5 Ha in the LDP. There is a continuing need
for small units for local carpenters, electricians, plumbers etc, but
larger businesses are attracted to Heathpark at Honiton, only 7 miles
away, which has the benefit of good rail and road connections and
lower house prices .The Council’s own Consultants, Roger Tym,
having carried out their own research, recommend against a large
employment allocation in Sidmouth. Why has their advice been
ignored?
4.6. We do not accept the correlation in the LDP between new housing
numbers and new employment land. EDDC’s own data suggest that a
fraction of the allocated 5 Ha would suffice, which is already provided
for in the current plan. Indeed the Chamber of Commerce think that
there has been an error in the calculation.
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4.7. We understand that the Employment land would have “a particular
onus” in favour of B1 zoning. This is primarily for office space, but B1
includes industrial uses that are acceptable in residential areas. We
are very concerned that if new employment land is allocated in the
LDP, pressure will come from others, such as Supermarket operators,
to establish themselves, which will be harder to resist.
4.8. We do not accept either the need for a new employment site of
5Ha, or the need to site it in AONB land. In our view effort should
be concentrated on bringing forward proposals for a new access
from the Alexandria site to the B3176 Bulverton Road, making the
existing layout more efficient and utilising the remaining land.
This should be deliverable at a minimal cost, unlike a new 5 ha
Employment Site in the AONB which would require very costly
extensive new infrastructure

5. Infrastructure, (Transport and Traffic)
5.1. There is no published traffic plan for Sidmouth to address the current
issues of parking, access and circulation within the town. This is a
major deficiency. We cannot understand how the EDDC can make
concrete proposals for any changes to the current arrangements, (and
we all recognise the problems), without a comprehensive analysis
which investigates all the underlying contributory factors. We are also
dismayed that the proposed strategies of allowing 150 more houses,
and 5Ha of employment land have been promoted without any
consideration of their traffic, sewage, health or other facilities effects
on the town.
5.2. The better management of road space and the provision of “Park and
Ride” and/or “Park and Change” are promoted in the LDP. However
there are no references to other options eg. “Hopper Bus”, or “Ring
and Ride” which function effectively in some other towns. Sidmouth
has an elderly population many of whom insist on accessing he town
centre by car but live inside the ring within which a Park and Ride
scheme might be established. Additionally we fail to understand the
benefits for Sidmouth residents in accessing a “Park and Change”
which might benefit only regular commuters to nearby towns. Both of
these two proposals would occupy large areas of land which are
seemingly not available without using AONB land.
5.3. There are numerous options for traffic and pedestrian management
which must be investigated before any are chosen, and the basic facts
of the origins and destinations of traffic within and outside the town
must be clearly understood before a choice is made. Modern methods
of traffic calming and joint use of road space may be important in this
regard.
5.4. We therefore believe that qualitative and quantitative evidence
should be produced before any decisions on “Park and
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Ride”/“Park and Change” or traffic and pedestrian management
within Sidmouth are made.

6. Town Centre/ Commercial
6.1. There is no doubt that Sidmouth’s present variety of shops,
accommodation and ambience draws visitors to the town. The resident
population has a large percentage of retirees many of whom have
good disposable incomes. They and the visitors are of great
commercial importance to the town and they must continue to be
attracted to it.
We are glad therefore that Point 3 in the Draft Strategy 21
reiterates EDDC’s commitment to enhancing these aspects.
6.2. The need for protection and support for the Hospitality industry in the
town is a policy in the current plan. The recent demolition of the
Fortfield hotel and replacement with housing was in contravention of
that. No mention is made in the proposed LDP of any such policy.
The LDP, specifically in 14.5, needs to re-assert EDDC’s
commitment to support the Hospitality industry.
6.3. The Eastern End of town, (Port Royal) is a valuable piece of land
which remains particularly unattractive. Its current appearance and
function does nothing to improve the town, either scenically or
commercially, although its underlying attractiveness is high, given the
cliffs of Pennington Point, the River Sid, the Open space and
Swimming Pool It could be an important visitor attraction if
regenerated sympathetically but it does have considerable access
problems and underground sewage pumping facilities. Various
attempts to suggest solutions have been made by concerned local
citizens and groups with the encouragement initially of EDDC, but
these have all been ignored.
We are concerned, that any reference to sympathetic
regeneration of the eastern end of the town, (Port Royal), has
been omitted, apart from a minor reference in the 4th bullet point
in Section 14.5
6.4. A solution to the problems of erosion at Pennington Point is not
mentioned; this is a situation where EDDC must work with other
interested and statutory authorities to achieve a solution.
6.5. The LDP should refer to the situation, and make it clear that
EDDC are committed to a solution to the problems.
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7. The Knowle
7.1. We are very surprised that the LDP does not mention EDDC’s
apparent intentions regarding relocation from the Knowle. Although
there has been as far as we are aware, no official communication from
EDDC on the subject, articles in the press and a recent meeting
between the Chief Executive and the Chamber of Commerce, have
suggested that EDDC has every intention of moving from Sidmouth if
sufficient justification can be made through a business case. EDDC’s
intention has been reinforced by the Herald’s article referring to EDDC
advertising for a Project Manager for the move.
7.2. If the move were to take place, commerce would be greatly affected in
Sidmouth, as would employment, although in-commuting would
decline as many of EDDC’s employees travel in to the town.
We would expect to see in due course, financial and logistical
evidence, for such a move if it were taken forwards.
7.3. It is apparent that the finance for any move would very largely have to
come from the sale and reuse of the Knowle, for residential,
employment or hospitality use, depending on Planning Permission.
Any of these would strongly affect the current proposals in the
LDP for new housing, or employment land.
7.4. Clearly any move would have an effect on many aspects of the LDP
proposals, but we understand that the LDP may well be finalised
before any decision to move will be taken.
7.5. Nevertheless we strongly believe that there must be a clear
statement in the Sidmouth section of the LDP as to how
proposals for housing, employment and other topics would be
affected if the move goes ahead

8. Town Plan/neighbourhood Plan-Chapter 22
8.1. We note that Section 22 of the LDP makes provision for a
“Neighbourhood Plan” but it is clear that this will not be prepared in
time to affect the proposals contained in that document.
8.2. It is our wish to encourage Sidmouth Town Council, (STC), to promote
a Town or Neighbourhood Plan and we would wish to join other
stakeholders, such as community groups in preparing it.
8.3. We are though puzzled by the statement in Section 22.1 of the LDP to
the fact that the Neighbourhood Plans can only affect "Development
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Management Policies" (Part 2 of the LDP), and not the "Strategic
Policies", (Part 1).
8.4. All the development policies of Housing, Employment etc., for
Sidmouth are proposed in Part 1 "Strategic Policies" of the LDP. Part 2
contains proposals for the detailed basis of Planning Applications. Our
inference therefore is that a Town Plan would not be permitted to
challenge the assumptions of Housing provision, Employment area
proposed and s on in Section 1. There seems to be a contradiction,
which needs to be clarified.

8.5. Any Town or Neighbourhood plan should relate to town development
policies and not merely the restrictions on planning applications. We
believe that a "Town Plan" or "Neighbourhood Plan” should be
prepared before these are confirmed
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Representor 0127 - Highways Agency

Representor 0137 - Savills on behalf of Dart Properties

7 February 2012
OUR REF: WIPL26720

Planning Policy Section
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
EX10 8HL
BY POST & EMAIL (localplan@eastdevon.gov.uk)

bc
Robert Lofthouse
E: rlofthouse@savills.com
DL: +44 (0) 1202 856909
F: +44 (0) 1202 856801
Wessex House
Priors Walk
East Borough
Wimborne BH21 1PB
T: +44 (0) 1202 856 800
savills.com

Dear Sirs
ON BEHALF OF DART PROPERTIES
REPRESENTATIONS TO EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL’S LOCAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK –
THE NEW EAST DEVON LOCAL PLAN 2006-26, CONSULTATION DRAFT DECEMBER 2011
On behalf of Dart Properties, we are pleased to provide further representations as the Council prepares the
Local Plan. Apologies for the delay in these reaching you.
These comments reflect the earlier responses made in relation to the ‘Issues and Options’ consultation
(February 2009) and ‘Core Strategy Preferred Approach Report’ (November 2010).
In particular, we would like to support the identification (in Draft Strategy 22) of ‘Development at the small
towns and villages with built up area boundaries’. The settlement of Clyst St George is identified as having
potential for some 25 new homes. We support this and would add that the location of the Darts Farm complex
and its adjacent landholding (which abuts Clyst St George) offers suitable potential for a sustainable
contribution of mixed housing, business and rural enterprise opportunities at a key location within the A376
corridor. We consider that develop met to the west of the settlement should be favoured.
The land to the west of the settlement is already well-served by bus services linking into Topsham and on to
Exeter. It is 0.5km (walking distance) from Topsham Station with its services to Exmouth and Exeter and links
into the national rail network. Road connections are excellent with close proximity to the A376 and the dual
carriageway roundabout adjacent to the regional Fire HQ. It is also exceptionally well served by cycling links,
as part of the recently constructed Exe Estuary Trail, connecting Exmouth and the estuary villages to Exeter,
through Darts Farm.
The Government has indicated the importance of locally-led initiatives under its localism agenda. This is
particularly important for rural areas, where employment and rural housing are highly significant to the local
economy and the livelihood of local people. It is also of particular importance to recognise the contribution of
smaller employment areas, which contribute significantly to the local economy.
Development to the west of the settlement would enable the opportunity to combine local delivery of
residential, employment and rural enterprise activities in a sustainable manner. Such an approach would
support the principles for job creation, also referred to in the Draft Strategy 22 and 26 policies.
It is important to the ongoing success of Darts Farm and other local businesses in the area, that there
remains a positive planning framework to continue to support successful economic development. We trust
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that you will take these representations into account and that we can provide further input to other stages of
Local Plan preparation, as appropriate.
Yours sincerely

Robert Lofthouse
Savills
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Representor 0153 - Strategic Land Partnerships

STRATEGIC LAND PARTNERSHIPS
Address for correspondence and Registered Office:

GREENDALE COURT CLYST ST MARY EXETER EX5 1AW
Telephone: + 44(0)1395 233433

Fax: +44(0)1395 233270

SSP/MPR/SLP
31st January 2012
The Planning Policy Section
East Devon District Council
Knowle
SIDMOUTH
EX10 8HL

By email: localplan@eastdevon.gov.uk

Dear Sir
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
THE NEW EAST DEVON LOCAL PLAN 2006 -2026
LAND AT OTTERY ROAD FENITON
Please find set out below my comments in relation to the above draft Plan which relate
specifically to Feniton and in particular to the land controlled by Strategic Land Partnerships on
the south western fringe of the village as shown on the attached plan.
We have instructed our Planning Consultants to make representations to the New Local Plan.
We do have many serious and fundamental concerns about the basis on which it has been
prepared which have been set out in those separate comments.
The New Local Plan as drafted gives undue and unsubstantiated weight to the adopted Local Plan
and Structure Plan policies which have demonstrably failed to deliver. Obviously the new
settlement at Cranbrook does now have planning permission for 2,900 homes although none have
yet been completed. The evidence to support the tripling of the size of this new settlement
however is absent both in terms of the deliverability of such proposals within the West End (as
defined in the document) but also in terms of a robust assessment of alternatives to the chosen
spatial distribution, which would meet the tests of soundness.
There is also of course the question as to whether or not the overall housing provision is adequate
but this is dealt with elsewhere.
When considering the Sustainability Appraisal and SEA of alternatives it is simply not good
enough to consider a very limited number of alternative options and then to reject them without
proper assessment or analysis.
Matters which should be appraised include;
1. the impact of the very limited levels of growth proposed outside of the West End on the
delivery of much needed affordable housing in those areas
2. the level and viability of community and other local services and facilities in all
settlements

3. the opportunities to improve connectivity and public transport linkages to Exeter and
other major employment centres
4. an objective assessment of the key settlements within East Devon
5. the opportunities for reducing the reliance on the use of the private car, existing (and
opportunities to improve) access to public transport and local services and facilities
6. opportunities to improve the overall performance in sustainability terms of existing
settlements and the impact of limited or negative growth which may consign such
settlements to continued decline in sustainability
By way of one simple example the only option considered to the development of land to the north
of Blackhorse/Redhayes was “to not develop land to the north of Blackhorse”. There are many
other options that should properly be considered.
One problem with the Plan as drafted and in the absence of the assessments referred to above is
that some of the fundamental assumptions and starting points are flawed and without evidential
support. The seven settlements of Axminster, Budleigh Salterton, Exmouth, Honiton, Ottery St
Mary, Seaton and Sidmouth have been identified as the main towns which “will form focal points
for development to serve their own needs and the needs of surrounding rural areas”, and are
therefore identified for greater levels of growth than other settlements. However an objective
analysis of the sustainability potential and opportunities would almost certainly rank other
settlements such as Feniton above at least one of those seven settlements.
It is recognised of course that Feniton is a relatively small settlement. The population is around
2,000 but given the level of services and facilities, its accessibility and connectivity to Exeter and
opportunities for further improving the sustainability of the settlement, it outranks practically all
of the 41 other settlements listed at Draft Strategy 22. Indeed there is a strong argument to say
that additional housing at Feniton would outperform, in sustainability terms, housing at
Cranbrook or the West End (and certainly Budleigh Salterton) given the total lack of services and
infrastructure and very poor accessibility respectively. The Council will argue, no doubt, that the
infrastructure required at Cranbrook will be delivered, but the evidence that this will be available
in a timely fashion and that it will be adequate has not been presented.
In the earlier draft of this new Local Plan, 16 of these smaller settlements were chosen and
allocated 50 dwellings per settlement. The basis for the total of 800 houses (16 x 50) appeared to
be an arbitrary one. The revised distribution is based on a growth rate of 5% based on the
number of houses within the built up area of each settlement. This is similarly arbitrary as it pays
no regard to the relative performance of each settlement as referred to above. In any event the
5% figure will be inadequate to make provision to at least maintain the population levels in these
settlements due to the predicted reduction in average household size over the Plan Period. This
consigns all of these settlements to an effective negative growth with corresponding threats to the
viability, vitality and economy of these areas. The 5% approach also, of course, consigns all of
the rural areas outside of the built up boundaries to serious decline in population and resulting
increases in the affordability gap and decline in services and facilities.
This approach also completely disregards the important role and function of some of these
settlements in particular, Feniton, Whimple, and Ottery St Mary in relation to their location
within the Exeter sub housing market area within which the housing need is identified as being
the greatest (confirmed within the Roger Tym Report). It is inadequate for the Council to
respond to this under-provision by saying that villages and neighbourhoods will be able to

promote greater levels of growth through Neighbourhood Plans. The evidence the Council has is
that only a very small number of neighbourhoods wish to engage in this. It is quite clear that
most settlements or local communities are already adopting a protectionist approach and resisting
any change.
The consequence of a proper assessment in relation to settlement hierarchy and other matters
referred to above should lead to an allocation of several times that proposed by Draft Strategy 22
for Feniton as well as the probable addition of new employment opportunities.
Such an allocation should not be progressed however without a corresponding assessment of the
availability and suitability of land to accommodate development, together with an assessment of
the infrastructure requirements needed. This point also applies to some of the larger settlements.
At Honiton, for example, no land is identified for urban extensions when quite clearly there is a
very significant need for growth and provision of additional land. In considering the suitability of
sites around Feniton the land controlled by Strategic Land Partnerships is able to deliver the
housing, affordable housing, employment opportunities, community facilities and resolution of
the long standing flooding and foul drainage problems required, in stark contrast to any of the
other sites being promoted to the east or north of the village. An objective assessment of the
performance of the different parcels of land will confirm this to be the case.
Strategic Land Partnerships also owns land adjacent to Feniton Primary School. The New Local
Plan is remarkably silent on the questions relating to provision of school places in general over
the Plan Period. This needs to be remedied. However the land immediately next to the school has
been identified and is available for school expansion (supported by DCC and the Exeter Diocese)
in association with the development of land at Ottery Road and should be allocated accordingly.
This would also have the additional benefit of securing the future of the Feniton Sports and
Social Club and providing up to another 210 primary school places in a part of the District which
will be extremely difficult to accommodate additional places and to identify sites which are
available and suitable for new or extended schools. Notwithstanding the Council’s recent
decision to refuse planning application Ref 11/2245/MOUT the limited reasons for refusal can be
distilled to the Council’s view that the proposals were premature and too large in scale. The plan
(and/or prior consideration under PPS3 or the NPPF) will of course deal with the prematurity
point and the appropriate scale will be determined by the proper assessments referred to above.
The merits of the site however have never been challenged.
We would be very happy to work constructively with the Council, the Parish Council and other
local community groups to consider the best options and alternatives for locations for growth of
Feniton and to ensure that these are delivered as quickly as possible.
Yours sincerely

SIMON STEELE-PERKINS
pp STRATEGIC LAND PARTNERSHIPS

Representor 0165 - Chardstock Parish Council
Chardstock Parish Council
Response to Consultation

“East Devon District Council – The New East Devon Local Plan 2006–2026 –
Consultation Draft December 2011”
Commentary
This commentary was discussed and approved a at public meeting of Chardstock Parish Council on 11th.
January 2012.
1.

Introduction

Chardstock Parish Council (CPC) recognises that the East Devon Local Plan is a significant document
because, in its final form, it will be an important influence on how the community of Chardstock develops
and will also be a main point of reference for determining whether any proposed development is
acceptable and should be permitted to go ahead.
2.

Evidence

This Commentary has been produced in the light, or being mindful, of:a.

The Draft Local Plan (EDDC - December 2011).

b.

The Draft Council Plan (EDDC – November 2011).

c.

Chardstock Parish Plan (published in February 2011 and “endorsed” by EDDC Development

d.

The recently enacted Localism Act 2011.

e.

The Draft National Planning Policy Framework (Department for Communities and Local Government –
published in August 2011 and still, nominally, out for “consultation”).

f.

Communities and Local Government Committee - Eighth Report: The National Planning Policy
Framework (December 2011)

g.

Planning Policy Statement 3 (PPS3)– Housing (Department for Communities and Local Government –

h.

The Blackdown Hills AONB Design Guide (Draft – December 2011).

i.

Previous planning decisions taken by EDDC’s Development Management Committee, Planning Officers
operating under the District Council’s delegated authority policy and a report from a member of the
department of Communities and Local Government Planning Inspectorate.

Management Committee in September 2011)1.

June 2011).

CPC is aware that the Draft National Planning Policy Framework, which has been in the public domain for
consultation for some months now, has not found favour in many quarters, especially among those whose
constituencies are most likely to be affected by the policy changes. The Government’s reluctance to listen
to genuine expressions of concern has not, so far, helped them to find a balanced way of achieving their
objectives of simplifying the planning process and increasing the nation’s housing stock.
However, it is to be hoped that the recent report by the Communities and Local Government Committee,
which has specifically reviewed the draft and found it to be effective in some respects and seriously
wanting in others will moderate the minister’s position somewhat and lead to some necessary changes –
not least by providing an equitable and workable definition of “sustainable development”.
Presumably, until enough time has passed to allow this to happen, EDDC will hold back from agreeing and
publishing its own Local Plan.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Note 1: The Parish Plan contains a lengthy section on the Built Environment (Section 3), including a Design Statement , which
relies in part upon the Conservation Area Appraisal for Chardstock published by EDDC in 1999. CPC is not aware of any
document from EDDC which amends or supersedes this Appraisal. For the status of the Plan, see Section 7 of this commentary.
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3.

Comment on the Plan Overall

The Local Plan has, by its nature, to be all embracing and therefore covers a large and diverse area. A
commentary on the whole plan from a small council like CPC would add no value to the review process
overall. It has always been our contention that the only people who really understand what is right for
Chardstock parish are the people who live there. This must also be true for other communities, large and
small. The fact of having to live, on a daily basis, alongside the consequences of planning decisions made
by your own community does focus the mind wonderfully.
CPC is, therefore, limiting its general comments on the Draft to those sections that are likely to affect
Chardstock and its residents.
CPC is also assuming that there are no, as yet unrevealed, plans afoot to change the village’s Built Up
Boundary.
4.

Comment on Section 15 of the Plan (Small Towns, Villages and Countryside)

4.1 (pages 108/9 para. 15.20). The issues to be addressed are: an urgent need for affordable housing,
poor local employment prospects, poor infrastructure (e.g. broadband), poor public transport and the
need to conserve the countryside.
By these measures, Chardstock is not a particularly sustainable community and should not be the subject
of much new development.
The fifth bullet point suggests that within affordable housing, the greatest need is for houses with 1 -3
bedrooms.
CPC would suggest that for developments in excess of two houses, there should be well defined quotas
either for the provision of smaller (1-3 bedroomed) houses, or for the restriction of larger (4/4+
bedroomed) houses. Say one half of all developments must be houses of 3 bedrooms or less or,
alternatively not more than one third of a development can be for 4 bedrooms or more.
The twelfth bullet point in para.15.2 recommends that small communities should be proactively seeking
out sites which are suitable for their stated affordable housing requirements.
It also introduces the idea of a “rural exceptions” policy, which appears to clear the way for the
development of affordable housing ghettos in places which would not normally receive planning approval,
even where other sustainability issues (like public transport) have not been resolved.
Chardstock knows that it has no need of any new houses other than the affordable kind. It also knows
which land within the Built Up Area is suitable for new housing. Both these points are clearly made in its
Parish Plan (page 8, paras 3.2.5 and. 3.3.7).
Even if it were economic, CPC believes that a plan to develop new housing (particularly if mixed) on land
outside the Built Up Area would receive little local support, like EDDC, the local population believes “the
countryside should be conserved” (c.f. Parish Plan page 8 3.2.9). This proposal is, therefore,
unacceptable.
4.2 We note that in the policy explanatory box at the end of para.15.2 (page 109) at the end of the
second para., it states that a community can “propose” new housing above and beyond that in the Local
Plan. Surely, a Neighbourhood Plan and a referendum confer the right to require additional housing, do
they not? Hence all the talk about “returning power to the community”.
4.3 (page 109, para. 15.3, third bullet point and page 110 para. 15.5). CPC supports the statement that
new development must be balanced by job-creation. Building houses without concern for employment
merely exacerbates the problems of sustainability associated with an unbalanced social and age mix in
communities.
4.4 (page 110, para. 15.6). The meaning of this paragraph is not clear. If “local needs provision” means
building affordable houses in the communities where they are needed, then CPC would support this. We
do not, however, believe that the price of a few affordable houses should automatically include the
additional construction of a raft of unwanted, expensive, market-priced houses in order to make it “worth
the developer’s while”.
Additionally, pious words about a policy of building affordable houses where they are needed, have to be
matched by firm action by the Planning Authority in support of such a policy. Recent events in Chardstock
have shown that the policy is by no means embedded (or even, necessarily, understood) by either
planning officers or the Development Management Committee. Where “bad development” has been
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approved, that land is gone forever. Development land in Chardstock Village (which is where affordable
homes are needed) is in very short supply.
4.5 (page 111, para. 15.7). CPC supports taking action to ensure that affordable housing remains
affordable. There are a number of ways of achieving this end. Restrictions on extending these houses
need to be applied at the time when planning approval is agreed. To attempt to apply restrictions after a
house without restrictions has changed hands is a flagrant breach of good faith.
EDDC should also give serious thought to extending the use of Residential Ties when considering ways to
control the cost of affordable housing. They meet all the criteria laid down by EDDC as well as eliminating
second homes and severely restrict buy-to-let.
CPC are concerned at the use of the word “allocating” in relation to affordable housing. There is a raft of
implications behind this word (like compulsory housing for rental and the distribution of such housing for
rental at the discretion of the District Council). Centralised, statist policies like this are unlikely to find
favour with the population of Chardstock. Presumably a referendum-backed Neighbourhood Plan would be
sufficient to ensure that power is returned to the local community to prevent it from happening?
4.6 (page 111, para 15.10). The principle of preserving facilities is fine. But “resist” and “aim to work
with” are not very impressive commitments.
4.7 (page 112, para. 15.13). Peripatetic services are a good, energy-conserving policy. But this policy
statement is so low-energy as to be hardly worth making.
4.8 (page 113, para.15.16). The 5% growth rate suggested is in line with the local thinking as set out in
the Chardstock Parish Plan and should, therefore, gain local support. The commentary about a strong
emphasis on affordable and sheltered housing should also be welcome. But it is not consistent with
EDDC’s Planning Officers’ and the Development Management Committee’s current practice. EDDC must
expect to be measured not on its words, but on its actions.
4.9 (page 113para. 15.17). As a policy statement this is uncontroversial.
4.10 (page 113, para.15.18). Looking after the local environment sounds good. But will it actually
happen? “Conserved” we understand, “enhanced” is a value judgement. There is no evidence that the
opinion of a planning officer (or the DMC) exhibits any inherently superior knowledge or taste in these
matters than is shown by the local populace (who have to live with these decisions, once taken). We
cannot help wondering whose views will prevail?
4.11 (page 114). This is a list of development quotas for small towns and villages as devised centrally by
EDDC. The figure shown for Chardstock is in line with the Parish Plan and is, therefore, likely to receive
support locally. There can be no serious argument that new developments, both recently approved and
currently under consideration, count towards fulfilling this quota. Any other proposals for houses that
“need” to be built must be considered on their merits as a contribution to the quality of life in Chardstock
and need to be taken over a sensible time scale. There is no need to be stampeded into approving every
profit-orientated proposal as quickly as possible.
4.12 On page 114, the draft states – “All the settlements with Built-up Area Boundaries are served to
some extent by public transport.” This is not true of Chardstock.
On page 115, the draft states - “All these settlements are well served by public transport.” Chardstock is
not.
To be clear – there is no public transport serving Chardstock. None. Occasional buses run down the A358. This
about a mile from the village and at one end of the parish, which is large and widely dispersed. Thus, those buses
are of no use to the great majority of Chardstock people.
4.13 (page 115, para. 15.20). This is one of several weasel-worded items. The plan is to allow urban sprawl.

“To help provide affordable housing .......... mixed affordable/open market schemes will be permitted
where they are located adjacent to , but outside, Built-up Area Boundaries. In some instances .....sites not
immediately adjacent but well-related and within easy walking distance will be considered.”
Who will decide what should go ahead? What are the definitions of “adjacent”, “well-related” and “within
easy walking distance”? Will there have to be a locally supported Neighbourhood Plan and/or referendum
(as in the related para. 15.2 on page 113)? And can we trust EDDC to face down a developer who is
quoting the Government and offering incentives?
The additional provision that in these cases, 66% of new housing must be affordable begs a whole new
range of questions. The definition of “affordable”, like that of “sustainable”, is set fair to become one of
the central points of conflict between an ill-met alliance of Government, Planning Authorities and property
developers on the one hand and beleaguered local communities on the other.
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As a result of recent planning history, CPC is not confident that EDDC will manage this policy openly or in
accord with local wishes. We are also not confident that EDDC has the political will or the technical, legal
or financial strength to resist developments which, whilst not wanted by the local community, are in line
with policy emanating from Westminster/Whitehall.
There can be little doubt that the current process of de-regulating town and country planning (described,
for some reason, as “localism”) has only one aim in view - house building on an unprecedented scale.
Chardstock Parish Council is, therefore, opposed to this policy and, were it to be imposed upon our parish,
we will do what ever we can to defend ourselves.
4.14 (page 115, para.15.20). The draft also tables the idea of exempting “smaller” developments from
any affordable housing liability beyond making a “contribution”. This is not explained.
The questions are obvious. What is a “smaller site”? What form would the “contribution” take. If it is cash,
will it be spent in the locality where the non-affordable development will take place, or will it simply be
pocketed by the Planning Authority and spent elsewhere? If it is to be the latter, then this sounds like a
nice little earner for EDDC to be paid for by a small community’s environment. This will, quite simply , be
unacceptable. At the very least we would propose a formula like:“In smaller communities, all developments in excess of two dwellings must include a proportion of
affordable housing. The actual number will be determined by the planning authority, following discussions
with the developer and with the local community.”
As it stands, the very lack of explanation and detail on such an important policy statement in what is
being presented as EDDC’s vision of the future is cause for concern and suspicion. For lack of proper
information, CPC is opposed to this policy.
4.15 (page 117, para. 15.26). “The Government is keen to re-use appropriate rural buildings to provide

affordable homes ....... This will be feasible where such buildings are within or immediately adjacent to
settlements.” This reads as a sensible idea, but what about farmers tempted to declare buildings as

“unused” so as to sell them/the land on for development?
4.16

Summary of Main Issues raised by Section 15 of the Draft.

1.

There is much that is well intentioned and it is good to see new housing approval being linked to
the need to be able to make a living without commuting. That will help to keep the age profile of
the community less skewed toward retired people and should encourage the young.

2.

There are a number of “soft policy” statements (e.g. about “Preserving facilities” and peripatetic
services to save energy). These are worthy objectives, but the statements lack energy or focus and
will, we suspect, soon be left to drift into the long grass.

3.

Neighbourhood Plans may yet have some use, but seem only to be actually required when they are
likely to help the Planning Authority achieve its ends.

4.

The material on affordable housing reads well. But the way in which developable land within the
Built Up Boundary has, even recently, been wilfully squandered by the Planning Authority suggests
that the words are by no means guaranteed to be followed by action. Attempts to impose
development outside the Boundary (or to increase its extent) will not be popular and may lead to
conflict.

5.

“Allocation” of affordable housing sounds like rental at EDDC’s discretion. No thank you.

6.

The material about “contributions” to affordable housing and the possible easements to build
outside the Built-up Boundary is too vague to merit support.

7.

The Plan does not even try to address the thorny issue of holiday homes and lets, which hollow out
village communities and tend to raise house prices at the smaller and affordable end of the market.

8.

Too much is liable to be left to EDDC Planning Officers’ and its Planning Committee’s discretion and
judgement – and we have experience of that.

9.

Chardstock has no public transport and poor infrastructure overall. This must limit its suitability for
any but the smallest degree of politically engineered expansion.

10.

Quite a lot will also be left to EDDC to actually enforce – and their record on this is weak (except
with small owner-occupiers, of course).
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11.

There is no clarity about the future position on Parish Plans, Design Statements and other sources
of formal or informal Supplementary Planning Guidance?

5.

The Development Management Policies of the Local Plan (Section 21)

5.1. Policy D1 Design and Local Distinctiveness. CPC has received and reviewed the recently
published draft The Blackdown Hills AONB Design Guide. EDDC would do well to adopt this guide as the
“gold standard” for future development proposals. It has received CPC’s support.
5.2 Policy EN16 Contaminated Land. CPC believes it to be important that any new planning regime
continues to place great importance on the proper remediation of contaminated land before it is brought
back into any kind of use.
5.3 Policies EN17,18,19,20 and 21A. Water Quality, Sewerage and Flooding. Chardstock has
suffered unnecessarily from flooding in recent years and a spate of unwanted development approvals is
raising questions about the suitability of a pumped mains sewerage system, which was designed to serve
one limited geographical area of the village, to be used on a more general basis.
Policy statements only add value when they are applied – carefully and consistently.
5.4 Policy H2 Residential Land Allocation. CPC does not wish to propose any new land in
Chardstock for residential development, since it believes that its requirements can be met from existing
stock (assuming that the Planning Authority behaves rationally in approving land primarily for affordable
housing). The Parish Council is also unaware of any other representative body (e.g. a residents’
association) wishing to propose land either. Any such proposal, were it to surface, would need to be
supported by a referendum.
5.5 Policy H3 Range and Mix of New Housing Development. This policy does not go far enough.
In a small community, any development beyond one, or at most two, single houses should contain an
affordable element. We have no need for any new, large houses at all. There are umpteen on the market
already. Developers proposing serial developments of two houses on adjacent plots should be warned
that they face an increased planning fee if their proposals are submitted.
5.6 Policy H5 Affordable Housing. See paras 4.1,4.11, 4.13, 4.1 above.
5.7 Policy T01 Holiday or Overnight Accommodation. The policy is aimed at encouraging this
aspect of the tourism industry, whilst minimising some aspects of the potential damage to the local living
environment. CPC understand that tourism is an important industry to East Devon, but also believes that
providing affordable, local housing for local people is every bit as important. The factors to be considered
under this policy should be extended to include a judgement (based on local knowledge) about the effects
on the local community of reducing the availability of certain categories of housing (mainly affordable) in
this way. Where there is a known shortage of such housing for local people, conversion or upgrading
should not be approved.
5.8 General
The need for Development Management Policies is self-evident. However, CPC’s experience has been that
existing policies are currently often applied inconsistently and erratically with small developments
(including most individual home improvements) being subject to more stringent, and frequently arbitrary,
regulation, than larger developments driven by legally-savvy developers with the ability to pay for legal
advice and representation.
The best thought-out policies are only as good as their application. So we will believe it when we see it.
6 Section 22: Neighbourhood Plans (Section 22)
6.1 The flawed nature of the Government’s approach to the deregulation of town and country planning
has been adequately discussed elsewhere. Neighbourhood Plans are but one of the more clumsy aspects
of an ill-considered policy.
6.2 The people of Chardstock are most unlikely to wish to develop housing or other facilities above and
beyond those specified in its 2011 Parish Plan and reinforced by the Draft Local Plan. The parish’s
geographical diversity and poor overall infrastructure should preclude this anyway. Overall, our
development needs broadly match those to be found in this draft Local Plan (a 5% growth in housing,
very heavily weighted in favour of affordable homes).
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6.3 The Neighbourhood Planning process outlined in the Draft Local Plan is cumbersome and expensive
and onerous for small communities. For a measure supposedly intended to give control back to local
communities, it also leaves rather a lot for EDDC to “supervise”, pay for and, indeed, exercise a veto over.
6.4 There is no exploration of the relationship (if any) between existing Parish Plans and Neighbourhood
Plans – quite possibly because no-one has thought it through (and see section 7. below)
6.5 CPC has noted what the draft has to say and awaits further government policy statements on the
matter. It also awaits the outcome of the national consultation over the new draft National Planning Policy
Framework, including the findings of the recent report by the Communities and Local Government
Committee on the subject.
7.

Chardstock Parish Plan (Extract from a Planning Inspector’s Report)

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
APPEAL BY: Jameson Homes
APPEAL REF: APP/U1105/A/11/2150694/NWF
PROPOSAL: Construction of 4no. dwellings and associated external and internal infrastructure works
LOCATION: Sopers Cottage (Land Adj) Chardstock Axminster EX13 7BT
7.1 In her report on this planning appeal, the inspector commented as follows:

“The (Parish) Plan has yet to be formally adopted by the local planning authority and I accept that it does
not replace a full housing needs survey. However, it is a material consideration and, along with other
representations on this matter, clearly identifies a general shortage of lower cost housing. In this respect,
PPS 3 requires that regard should be had to the full range of housing so as to create and sustain mixed
communities which reflect differing housing demands.”
(Appeal Decision APP/U1105/A/11/2150694 page 2.first para.)
7.2 This opinion was not challenged at the time, and has not been challenged since, by either the
appellant or the Planning Authority. EDDC has since “endorsed” the Parish Plan.
7.3 CPC contends that, irrespective of whether the Planning Authority wishes to “adopt” it, the Parish
Plan is a material consideration in all planning applications and must therefore be accorded some real and
observable weight in the planning approval process.
7.5 There has, as yet, been no indication of the position of parish plans (whether adopted, endorsed or
ignored) when the new National Planning Policy Framework is finally completed and imposed.
7.6 Understandably, the Draft EDDC Local Plan is also silent on the subject. The position will need to be
clarified at some point. Such plans often include a lot more material that is relevant to the planning
process in the real world than will be found in any neighbourhood plan and they are put together at some
considerable expense of energy and money (moreover, they are not written under the duress of threats of
uncontrolled development where they do not exist - unlike local or neighbourhood plans).
7.7 It is by no means impossible that all of this will be airily thrown away by a Government narrowly
focusing on imposing its own house building agenda. However, the rural communities which are to be
forced to accept development, particularly on green spaces, need to understand just how much, or how
little, their views still really count.
7.8 EDDC also needs to indicate whether it will assist in a process of converting (at minimum cost) the
relevant material in up-to-date parish plans into neighbourhood plans which it will “accept”, if this proves
to be the only way forward.
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Representor 0191 - Dorset County Council

East Devon local plan consultation
Comments in relation to the conservation and management of the Jurassic Coast
World Heritage Site
Richard Edmonds,
Earth Science Manager,
Jurassic Coast Team,
C/O Environmental Services,
Dorset County Council,
County Hall,
Dorchester DT 1 1XJ
E-mail: r.edmonds@dorsetcc.gov.uk
Our Reference number for the Plan: 191
The way the plan, web site and questionnaire are structured:
I tried to use the web site to respond to each question but it did not appear to work
while the thought of filling in all the fields for each question was too much having
already waded through the plan. Also, it is not possible to view both the document
and the response forms once into the latter and this makes writing the comments
difficult. Therefore I compiled them into a word document which has now evolved into
this letter. Furthermore, once completed, we are returned to the start of the Plan
rather than the place we were at and therefore have to navigate back to the previous
place in it. When I started to submit comments under each question, I had no
confidence that they were actually being sent, hence turning my list of comments into
this letter and sending it directly to you at the planning address.
Also, there was nowhere to make any general comments on the plan so here they
are:
The plan starts by visiting each of the towns, then goes onto overarching policy and
then into a section about specific developments/ambitions in some of the local towns.
This is all very confusing. The overarching policy should be first followed by what it
means in each of the towns. The whole thing is massively too long and it is very
difficult to see any clear vision or strategic strands that hold it together.
Specifics on the Plan
2.4 talks about an elderly population and is then followed by ‘How East Devon should
change’. I am not suggesting that this arrangement implies that old people are part of
the problem but it could be interpreted as that.
2.5. We have not seen the proposals at this stage so it is impossible to say at this
stage if we would support them or advocate a different approach …… a bit picky I
know.
‘3.11 protecting existing open space and areas designated for environmental
purposes
as well as protecting and conserving the undesignated countryside’ I would suggest
‘…..designated for their high environmental value…….’ And I would suggest there
should be an aim to also enhance or improve the undesignated countryside.
4.1 h. it is England’s only natural world heritage site for (suggest include natural)

5.6 Suggest: ‘……..Sites designated under European legislation and include the Exe
Estuary, the Pebblebed Heaths, the River Axe corridor and the undeveloped
coastline between Sidmouth Seaton and Lyme Regis are included.’
Chapter 9
9.3. Recognition of the value of the landscape extends to the Otter Estuary but there
is no mention of the coast and the World Heritage Site.
There is no reference to planning/adapting or being mindful of the future pressures
that may arise from coastal erosion and potential impacts of climate change. At the
very least there should be recognition of the existing and potential increased risks
with time. Government guidance now includes the identification of Coastal Change
Management Areas and the plan should recognise the risk and the need to be
thinking about future challenges in these areas. This does appear later but that is my
point about the overall structure of the plan…….. it is covered in part 2 of the plan
BUT we want to know how that policy allies in each of the towns as we read about
them I feel.
10.8 The estuary and landscape are referenced as natural assets to conserve and
enhance but the World Heritage Site / the coast is missing from this list
As my comment in 9.3
‘Promoting the town as a high quality tourist destination capitalising on its
waterfront assets.’
As 9.3 and in addition, there is the flood risk in the town and surrounding area……
surly the plan should recognise this? One area to consider would be increasing
resilience against the risk of coastal flooding and to revisit the emergency plan for the
town to ensure that everyone knows what to do in the event of a major storm.
13.1 Where ‘Jurassic Coast is mentioned, I would prefer ‘Jurassic Coast World
Heritage Site’ or better still ‘the Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site’
13.2: The following extract is incorrect
‘The draft Shoreline Management Plan 2, recommends that in the short, medium and
long term (100 years) a policy of "hold the line" is adopted for Seaton Seafront (East
of West Walk) and the estuary mouth, while "managed re-alignment" is advocated
within the upper estuary. For the cliffs to the West, from Seaton to Seaton Hole, a
short term "hold the line" policy would be replaced by a "managed re-alignment" in
the medium and long term, in recognition of the primacy of erosive processes in the
geological importance of the coastline (World Heritage Site) (Draft SMP2)’
The change in SMP policy between Seaton and Seaton Hole (unit 6a30) is NOT due
to the importance of the geology; This area lies OUTSIDE the World Heritage Site
boundary. The change in policy is due to the recognition that the cliff will continue to
recede despite the rock armoured defence and that the defence will have to be
moved back from time to time as the cliffs recede.
As with 9.3 above: There is no reference to the risk to property and infrastructure due
to erosion and the possible impacts of climate change. Government guidance now
includes the identification of Coastal Change Management Areas and the plan should
recognise the risk and the need to be thinking about future challenges in these areas.
One area to consider would be increasing resilience against the risk of coastal

flooding and to revisit the emergency plan for the town to ensure that everyone
knows what to do in the event of a major storm.
14.2
‘The draft Shoreline Management Plan 2, recommends that in the short, medium and
long term (100 years) a policy of "hold the line" is adopted for Sidmouth seafront
West of the River Sid to the Chit Rocks. For the River Sid and East Sidmouth the
Shoreline Management Plan 2 recommends “managed realignment” through beach
management from the present day through to the long term.’
It would be useful to mention the policy units: Sidmouth is unit 6a36 and the River Sid
and Sidmouth (east) is 6a35.
As 9.3: same comment applies
Draft strategy 23. Is very light on improving landscape and wildlife through
appropriate forms of agriculture. There are areas along the coast where intensive
agriculture is carried our right up to the coast path. There would be considerable
benefits to tourism to see a wider, more natural buffer to the coast in these areas
(e.g. Ladram through to the Otter. Similar policy should support existing conservation
initiatives near SSSI’s and Local Nature Reserves for instance, where possible.
Chapter 17: Climate Change. This chapter is focused entirely on tackling the causes
of climate change (rightly or wrongly) but there is no discussion on the possible
impacts of climate change; increased coastal erosion and flooding, possible drier
summers and wetter winters, impacts on agriculture etc……. In terms of the issue;
what East Devon can do to mitigate the factors causing climate change are very
limited to what East Devon needs to think about in terms of the effects of climate
change on the district…… what should this chapter be about?
18.2. In the context of this chapter protecting the natural interests, including the
coast, is about allowing it to erode. The balance of the two bullet points is all wrong
and missing some other important factors. I would suggest (underlined):
18.20 East Devon’s exceptional coastline forms part of a World Heritage Site (WHS)
and is mostly undeveloped. Parts of the coast are eroding and in some cases this
impacts on people’s livelihood and homes. We will:
• Discourage development in undeveloped coastal areas if it would have adverse
landscape impacts unless there are no alternatives available, (such as with
established holiday parks) and development is essential.
Discourage development that will become increasingly at risk from future erosion.
• Promote coastal protection measures where the Shoreline Management Plan 2
identifies it as sustainable and appropriate.
Create coastal change policy areas to manage transition in areas where people,
property or infrastructure are likely to be at increased risk in the future.
18.27. The World Heritage Site Management plan aims to protect the Outstanding
Universal Value of the site. IT IS INCORRECT TO STATE THAT; ‘This plan seeks to
balance this aim with the social and economic needs of our coastal communities.
The Plan does intend to use WHS status as a thread for communities and the
economy but not to the detriment of the site itself.
I have a real problem with the following draft strategy:

Consultation Local Plan – Draft Strategy 39 Coastal Erosion
‘Along the Jurassic Coast WHS, the outstanding universal value of the WHS will be
conserved by allowing natural processes to continue, unless the safety and economic
well being of any coastal community would be undermined, provided that the
implications of this for the Jurassic Coast have been fully considered.’
The discussion that follows is also confusing: The future coastal management is
defined within the SMP review so why not make direct reference to it? There is a
conflict and the issue is, where possible to balance that conflict.
I think that what this should say is something like:
‘The Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site will be conserved by allowing
natural processes to continue. The Shoreline Management Plan identifies future
coastal management options for the next 100 years. In a few areas there are conflicts
between protecting the Site, by allowing it to erode, and protecting coastal
communities from that erosion. There is a need to recognise both interests and,
wherever possible, mitigate impacts where they arise. The SMP not only supports the
construction of coastal defences but it also identifies areas where communities and
infrastructure will have to be moved back in the longer term as the cliffs erode.
The wording in New Proposed Policy EN23 - Coastal Defence Schemes is
actually better still……. I would take some of that and apply it here.
There is a typo in:
18.50 ‘The Council has formed the view, after receiving advice from Natural England
(the government agency responsible for the promotion of wildlife), that there is a risk
that any proposal for residential development of at lEast one net additional……….’
[least?]
19. There is a need to recognise that some coastal areas may have to change; i.e.
start to move back as a result of coastal erosion. The SMP identifies these areas and
even though they are all in the medium or long term, this plan should recognise the
issue and start to prepare the ground for that change. Otherwise we may see
development in the wrong places and ever increasing constraints on our ability to
move back due to development that fills any possible space to accommodate that
role back.
2.14 Policy S4 .2 needs to include coastal erosion alongside flooding. The National
Coastal Erosion Risk lines, when eventually made available, will provide a
guide to that risk in coastal areas.
Policy S5 should also make reference to flood and coastal risk erosion?
21.52. The SMP’s use the draft National Coastal Erosion Risk lines to illustrate the
risks from coastal erosion. These lines will be validated shortly and made available
as a separate product to the SMP itself.
New Proposed Policy EN24 Typo: Section 6: there are two .. at the end of the last
sentence
H13 part 3. I have a problem with this: in many cases the residual value of the
property at risk, with say 20 years of life left in it, will be the asset that will enable to
owner to make the move and construct a new property. We should be looking to

facilitate these changes long before the property is about to go over the edge of the
cliff. That does double the amount of property but considering that we are talking
about a very small number of properties at risk over a long time frame while the plan
is primarily about identifying provision for thousands of new properties in the future,
this should not be an issue. Furthermore, most of the change along the coast is
catastrophic and not gradual and therefore a property deemed at risk could go over
the cliff in a couple of years or could stay unaffected for 20 years or more……..
Chapter 21
Why are some of those specific proposals placed here and not in the earlier chapters
about the towns? This is my big problem with the structure of the plan; it is broken up
into Part 1: a look at each of the major towns, then goes into Part 2: planning policy
and emerges on the other side with these exciting proposals that now sit entirely
divorced from what most people would consider the meat of the plan; where they live.
So someone could look at Part 1, read all about Seaton and miss everything that is in
this section!
Finally: I have pointed out to others in the team areas of the plan that encompass
their interests; principally communities, tourism, economy, transport etc and they may
come back separately with their own comments.
I hope that helps. Sorry to be a bit short in places but it is a very long document and
the way it is set up and the feedback process makes it an even longer process to
comment…… it is enough to drive someone to drink!
Happy Christmas,

Richard Edmonds

Representor 0192 - East Devon Business Forum

26th January, 2012
Mr Matthew Dickins
Planning Policy Manager
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL

Dear Matthew
Draft East Devon Local Plan
I take this opportunity to respond to the consultation on the Draft East Devon Local Plan which
was the subject of a presentation by Councillor Mike Allen to a meeting of the Forum on 8th
December 2011 and of further discussion at the Forum’s meeting on 8th January 2012. On
both occasions members were pleased to endorse the key strategic policies of the Draft Local
Plan. We welcome the Plan’s commitment to housing and employment growth and believe
both are essential to the future health of East Devon.
We note that much of the housing and employment related development proposed by the Plan
is destined for those parts of the District closest to the M5 and Exeter. The logic for this is
compelling. However the Forum is convinced that alongside these strategic proposals for the
western quadrant of East Devon, the Plan should do much more to facilitate housing and
employment growth in the District’s coastal and market towns and within our rural
communities.
The Draft Local Plan is a step in the right direction but we should be doing more to promote
the interests of the District’s young people and their families. More houses are need at a price
our young people can afford. We are not yet convinced that the housing numbers put forward
in the Plan offer a convincing way of challenging the demographic imbalances that typify the
population structure of much of the District.
Similarly the Forum is pleased to endorse moves to attract high value, quality jobs to the
strategic employment sites closest to the M5 / A30 intersection. The Draft East Devon
Economic Strategy seeks to ensure that the work related benefits of these developments are
felt throughout the District. The Forum is convinced that this will only be possible if the Local
Plan allows for the creation of additional employment space in the District’s towns and
villages. We are not convinced that the B Class employment allocations set out in the Draft
Local Plan are currently adequate.
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We urge you to bare in mind the wide variety of commercial/business activity permissible
within B1, B2 and B8 Use Classes. One size doesn’t fit all. At first glance, the headline Local
Plan allocation of 180 hectares of new employment land is impressive. However if the reality
is that much of this can only be delivered by the market at a price unaffordable to the district’s
new and emerging businesses, their local growth potential will not be realised. The Forum
urges you to carefully re-assess the deliverability of the Plan’s B Class employment land
allocations outside of the Exeter and East Devon Growth Point. We are not convinced that the
Plan currently provides an adequate supply of new employment in the District’s towns and
villages.
I repeat members are pleased to endorse the key strategic policies of the Draft Local Plan.
We welcome the emerging Development Management Policies especially in relation to
tourism and the countryside. Farming, forestry and tourism are key planks of the rural
economy and it is pleasing to see the encouragement afforded them in the emerging Local
Plan.
We look forward to working with you
Yours sincerely

Graham Brown
Chairman
East Devon Business Forum
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